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Abstract—A compact quad-channel high temperature superconducting (HTS) diplexer based on stub-loaded square ring resonator (S-LSRR) is proposed. Two stubs are symmetrically loaded to a square ring resonator, and four resonant modes are excited for dual-channel applications. A square patch is added to the resonator to control its resonant modes to a certain degree. Then the designed channel filters are combined to a common port via a interdigital finger. Base on the proposed resonator, a quad-channel diplexer with central frequencies of 2.4GHz, 3.2GHz, 3.9GHz and 5.6GHz is designed. The diplexer was fabricated on 2-in-diameter 0.5mm-thick MgO wafer with double sided YBCO films. The designed diplexer occupies a compact size of 0.25λd × 0.45λd, where λd is guided wave length at the center frequency of first passband.

Index Terms—high temperature superconducting diplexer, stub-loaded square ring resonators, interdigital finger, quad-channel diplexer, central frequencies.

> DESIGN OF QUAD-CHANNEL DIPLExER

A. Stub-Loaded Square Ring Resonators

![Fig. 1(a) Schematic of stub-loaded square ring resonator. (b) Equivalent even-mode circuit of the resonator. (c) Equivalent odd-mode circuit of the resonator.](Image)

A transmission coefficient of the resonator is shown in Fig. 2. There are four resonant peaks (f1, f2, f3, f4) and two transmission zeros (TZ1, TZ2) in frequency range that are taken into consideration. Fig. 3 illustrates the four resonant modes f1, f2, f3, f4, TZ1 and TZ2, frequency responses of stub-loaded square ring resonator with different lengths of loaded stub L1, under all the other sizes fixed.

![Fig. 2. Frequency response of S21, magnitude under weak coupling.](Image)

![Fig. 3. Frequency of four modes versus the changed length L1 of loaded stub.](Image)

B. Modified Stub-Loaded Square Ring Resonators

In order to control the frequency of the four modes as flexible, a square patch is added on the corner along with axis of symmetry (TT) in the resonator, as indicated in Fig. 4. The patch added in the modified stub-loaded square ring resonator can be utilized to control the modes f2, f3, while f1, f4 remain unchanged. Through this method, the four resonant modes f1, f2, f3, f4 of the resonator can be designed intuitively and well set in the diplexer.

![Fig. 4. Frequency of four modes versus the length a of square patch in modified stub-loaded square ring resonator.](Image)

C. Diplexer

Fig. 5 demonstrates the layout of proposed HTS diplexer. The diplexer consists of two quad-mode stub-loaded square ring resonator. Fig. 6 illustrates the topological structure diagram of the HTS diplexer in this paper. Black dots represent the four modes f1, f2, f3, f4 in stub-loaded square ring resonator.

![Fig. 5. Layout of the designed HTS diplexer.](Image)

![Fig. 6. Coupling diagram of the designed HTS diplexer.](Image)

> FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Measurements of the HTS diplexer were carried out by using Agilent E5072A network analyzer at 75 K. Simulated and measured results of the HTS diplexer are compared in Fig. 7. A comparison of isolation between em simulation and measurement is shown in Fig. 8 and the photograph of the fabricated HTS diplexer is also illustrated in Fig. 9.

![Fig. 7. Simulated and measured frequency response of the HTS diplexer.](Image)

![Fig. 8. Simulated and measured isolations of the HTS diplexer.](Image)

![Fig. 9. Configuration of the manufactured quad-channel diplexer.](Image)

Table 1 compares the proposed diplexer with those reported ones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Measured Isolation (dB)</th>
<th>Simulated Isolation (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Port 1</td>
<td>Port 2</td>
<td>Port 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port 2</td>
<td>Port 1</td>
<td>Port 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port 3</td>
<td>Port 1</td>
<td>Port 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port 3</td>
<td>Port 2</td>
<td>Port 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

In this paper, a compact HTS diplexer with quad-channel locates at 2.4 GHz, 3.2 GHz, 3.9 GHz and 5.6GHz, based on S-LSRR is proposed. The resonant principle is well studied. Then the designed channel filters are combined to the common port via a interdigital finger. The size of the entire diplexer is 18 mm × 25mm, which amounts to 0.25λd × 0.45λd. The fabricated diplexer express well performance and match well with the simulations.